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Abstract— In this review paper various current processing 

applications using current differencing buffered amplifier has 

been studied. Also the CMOS realization of the current 

differencing buffer amplifier (CDBA) shown. The circuit 

shown in the paper is for different applications. Results for 

application are verified on simulation tool but here only 

circuits have been shown. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The very large scale integration (VLSI) technology 

development, along with the never decreasing demand for a 

completely integrated systems which contain a larger 

number of digital as well as analog circuits on a single chip 

and  has also ensured continuous interest on analog circuit 

design which have to be compatible with CMOS 

technology. In fact, analog circuits like continuous time 

filters, sinusoidal oscillators, digital to analog (D/A) and 

analog to digital (A/D) converters, voltage comparators, 

current and voltage amplifiers, rectifiers, etc. are 

unavoidable analog circuits that cannot be used by any other 

digital techniques. Analog circuit design has historically 

been viewed as a voltage controlled form of signal 

processing. However, current-mode analog circuits have 

emerged in the recent years. In current- mode circuit 

description, the input and the output are both taken in the 

current form rather than in voltage form. In contrast to the 

voltage mode circuits, the current mode circuits can exhibit, 

under certain conditions, higher bandwidth and better signal 

linearity .Since they are designed for lower voltage swings, 

small voltage supplies can be used. In addition to the 

advancement in current-mode analog signal processing, 

another particular development is the growth of new 

current-mode analog building blocks among which the most 

popular has been the current conveyor (CC) circuit. 

In this review paper, a new improvised CMOS 

configuration of CDBA is by providing low input 

impedances at the two terminals p and n, very high output 

impedance at port z, a good linearity and high input/output 

gain ratio for current transfer. The CDBA contains only 

MOS transistors and is designed to work in CMOS 

technology. To demonstrate the performance of the CDBA 

circuit, various current processing design has been 

considered. The next sections include the PSPICE 

simulations filter characteristics and the oscillator 

characteristic. The simulations show that the proposed 

CDBA circuit exhibits high Performance and the output 

obtained for the filter are in complete agreement with 

theory. 

II. CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION OF CDBA 

The circuit symbol of the CDBA is shown in Figure a, b, 

where p and n are the positive and negative current input 

terminals, respectively, z is the current output terminal, and 

w is the voltage output terminal. Its current and voltage 

characteristics can be described by the matrix shown below.  

Here we have. 

 
Fig. 1: CDBA matrix 

Vp= Vn, Iz= Ip– In and Vw= Vz 

According to the above set of describing equations 

depicted by the Matrix, the terminal z behaves as a current 

source that takes the difference of currents at the inputs, and 

the terminal w behaves as a voltage source that copies the 

output voltage at the z terminal The circuit symbol of the 

current differencing buffered amplifier (CDBA) is shown in 

Fig. 1a,Where p and n are input, w and z are output 

terminals. The equivalent circuit CDBA gave blow. 

 
Fig. 1: a,b shows the CDBA model 

Ideal current and voltage characteristics of the CDBA can be 

Describedby: 

Vp = 0, Vn = 0, Iz = Ip −In, Vw = Vz.  

Note that the input terminals, through which ip and in flows, 

are internallygrounded, where ideally the input impedance 

of the terminals pand n are internally zero. 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Sheik ajaj proposes a new Voltage-mode three inputs and 

Single output (TISO) multifunction filter based on single 

CDBA, four resistors and two capacitors. This second order 

filter circuit is capable of implementing multiple filter 

functions by choosing values of the three variable inputs. 

The natural frequency (ω0) is tuned with passive 

components and the Q of the circuit is independent of (ω0). 

The higher cascading capability of the circuit is ensured 

because of its low-output impedance. 
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The proposed circuit is able to implement Low 

Pass, High Pass, Band Pass, All Pass and Notch Filters as 

well. Besides employing a singleCDBA, there are four 

resistive and two reactive components in the circuit. Further 

incase. 

 
Fig. 2: TISO circuit 

of proposed circuit Q is independent of (ω0) and can be 

changed by simply changing the value of R4 only. The 

tuning of filter i.e changing the value of (ω0) is possible by 

changing the value of passive components R2 and R3 in the 

circuit [1]. 

In Firat’s work, A first order all-pass filter circuit 

using current differencing buffer amplifier (CDBA) in the 

low voltage is presented. The circuit is suitable for CMOS 

implementation. The circuit is chosen as an application 

example to demonstrate the performance of the CDBA. 

 
Fig. 3: First order all-pass filter circuit using 

CDBA, current differencing buffered amplifier, is a multi-

terminal active component with two inputs and two outputs. 

The CDBA is simplifying the implementation by freeing it 

from parasitic capacitances and it is able to operate in the 

frequency range of more than hundreds of MHz. All-pass 

filters are one of the most important building blocks of 

many analog signal-processing applications and therefore 

have received much attention. They are generally used for 

introducing a frequency dependent delay while keeping the 

amplitude of the input signal constant over the desired 

frequency range [2]. 

Sadri, Hakan proposed a new active building block, 

CDBA: current differencing buffered amplifier is introduced 

to provide new possibilities in the circuit designing and to 

simplify the implementation. The main aim of this paper is 

to present a CDBA-based multipurpose filter topology 

which realizes LP, BP, and HP transfer functions 

simultaneously. The performance of the circuit has been 

tested experimentally by using thebipolar realization of the 

CDBA. 

 
Fig. 4: CDBA based multipurpose filter 

In this work a new CDBA based multipurpose filter 

is shown. The basic filter cell is a dual-function filter 

realizing LP and BP transfer functions. For this realization 

the matching of any element is not necessary. The 

independent adjustment of Qis permitted in filters to exhibit 

a low input impedance and an appreciable large signal 

behavior. The low input impedance provided by the active 

element, CDBA, the proposed filter topology can be easily 

cascaded by connecting the terminal of the corresponding 

element to the input of the next stage of filter [3]. 

Shudhanshu Maheshwari presents two new first-

order voltage-mode all-pass filters using a single-current 

differencing buffered amplifier and four passive 

components. Each circuit is compatible to a current-

controlled current differencing buffered amplifier with only 

two passive elements, thus resulting in two more circuits, 

which uses a capacitor, a resistor, and an active element, 

thus using minimum number of active and passive 

components. The proposed circuits possess low output 

impedance, and hence can be easily cascaded for voltage-

controlled systems 

 
Fig. 5:(a) 

 
Fig. 5:(b) 

Fig. 5:(a) and (b) first-order voltage-mode all-pass filters 

The proposed circuits were simulated using 

PSPICE simulations using the CCCDBA of with a supply 

voltage of ±2.5V. The VT is taken to be 26mV, the value at 

room temperature. The design varies with change in 

operating temperature. However, it cannot be taken as a 

drawback, as the designer has a control over the circuit’s 

parameters through the bias current (Io) [4]. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

Form the above study we have concluded that the CDBA, 

current differencing buffered amplifier, is a four terminal 

active component with two inputs and two outputs. The 

CDBA is simplifying the implementation, free from 

parasitic capacitances and it is able to operate in the 

frequency range of more than hundreds of MHz. 

characteristics are in good agreement with theory CDBA is 

used to design the various current generation and current 

processing  applications. 
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